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Presentation Notes
1. Title slide2. What Had Congressman Jerry Done?As a part of the Appropriations Committee, supported those of any party were anti-communist who looked to contain the USSR and China Supported peaceful collaborative development of atomic energy– wanted pollution free electrical energy 1959 trip, but no great interaction.Supported Nixon’s continuation of the detente with the USSR→ liked the limitation of nuclear powers + “qualitative improvements” which overall reduces the production of the nuclear weapons. This continued as VP.3. Taking over from NixonFirst 100, well, 31 daysIn addition to the Cold War, he inherited…Vietnam warDreadful economySet out to do what he could, what he thought was right, not what was politically expedientTo convince folks that America was still viable, had meetings with all of the ambassadors, sometimes groups, sometimes individually. Soviet Ambassador (Anatoly Dobrynin) was on August 14th Clemency for the draft dodgers offended the rightPardoning Nixon offended the leftTalk about having “no mandate”!Being a football player, Jerry knew you win games on gaining yardage. With possibly only ¾ of a term, little support, and significant problems at home, he wasn’t going to win the Cold War. He just had to keep moving the ball down the field. Today we’re going to talk about the efforts he made, including the diplomatic art of gift-giving (and receiving).4. Inheriting SALT IIn the late 1960s, the US learned that the USSR had embarked on a nuclear buildup, attempting to reach parity with the US1967- LBJ announces that USSR plans on constructing an anti-ballistic missile defense around MoscowLBJ met then-Premier Kosygin in June 1967 and laid the groundwork.November 1969, formal SALT talks begin in Helsinki, FinlandIt took two and a half years to complete and sign (Nixon and Brezhnev in May 1972).Terms included Allowing only 200 interceptors per side and two defense stations (one to protect the capitol, the other for ICBM sites)Limiting the USSR to 2360 missiles and the US to 1710 (the US had more long-range bombers to compensate)It did not prevent each side form increasing bombers and warheadsAn agreement to a principle of non-interference and respect for national sovereigntyUnfortunately, it was set to expire in October of 1977 and, while both sides wanted a new, permanent agreement, it was stalled by Nixon’s resignation.5. The Vladivostok Trip (November 1974)So, Jerry did what Jerry did best: he hopped on a plane to go press the flesh.In November of 1974, Ford went to Vladivostok to begin work. He had just two days, the 23rd and 24th.Jerry’s position was not strong, though, due to his recent takeover.Meetings were intense, as both sides wanted to prevent WWIII and a nuclear holocaust.There were a few hiccups… like all of the US delegation’s rooms being bugged.Nevertheless, Jerry being Jerry, did get in a good swim.By the end, they had agreed upon and signed a joint communique that laid the foundation for SALT II.And then Brezhnev got the great coat.6. Starting SALT IITechnically, it had been started by Nixon, when he flew to Moscow to talk about efforts to limit MIRVs (Multiple Independently targetable Reentry Vehicles. Talks fell through, though.Negotiations continued through the rest of the Ford Presidency, and much of Carter’sSo, what was in SALT II:A ban on construction of new land-based ICBMsEach country would be limited to 2,400 strategic nuclear delivery vehicles (aka missiles)Each country would be limited to only 1320 of those being MIRVs (each holding up to 10 warheads)Any US nuclear weapons deployed in Western Europe would not be counted in the US’ total strategic weaponsSome things were even left on the table.The US was unable to limit Soviet “Backfire” bombersThe USSR was unable to limit American Air-Launched Cruise Missiles (ALCMs)Still, eventually, President Carter and Brezhnev signed SALT II. Yay!But then it never got ratified, by either side, once the USSR invaded Afghanistan. NEVERTHELESS, since neither side wanted a nuclear war, both sides continued to honor it as though it had been ratified, until it would have expired in 1985.7. Apollo-Soyuz (early July 1975)Two spacecraft, one launched in Florida, the other in Kazakhstan. Note: Anatoly Dobrynin in first photo.Tested the compatibility of the docking systems, but also promoted international space travel in peaceDuring the 9-day mission, 5 crew members visited each other’s  spacecrafts, shared means, and worked on different projects.Many astronauts and cosmonauts formed lifelong bonds. Thomas Stafford gave the eulogy at his friend Alexi Leonev’s funeral.8. Helsinki Accords (August 1st, 1975)Officially titled, Conference for Security and Cooperation in Europe The USSR first wanted a European conference to discuss security issues in 1954, but Western allies did not want to recognize its borders and empower the USSR.In the 70s, under detente, discussions were reopened in 1973. The final act was signed on August 1st, 1975.Issues were bracketed into four “baskets”1 – principles involving political and military issues, borders, and implementation of trust-building issues between opposing militaries2 – issues of economics, trade, environmental, and scientific cooperation.3 – human rights issues, including freedom of emigration, reunification of families, cultural exchange, and freedom of the press4 – implementation plans and follow-up meetingsMany were skeptical, and urged Ford not to participate, but the U.S. was a key player.Ford believed in the importance of holding the USSR to human rights accountability via the Helsinki Monitoring GroupSome historians credit the increased cooperation between the Western and Soviet nations as one of the forces that slowly eroded the USSR and lead to the end of the Cold War.9. Let’s talk about giftsGift-giving is not generally a big thing in U.S. culture, though it is represented in many of our communities.It is very big internationally, though, so it plays an important role in diplomacy.When the President gives or receives a gift, he is doing it on behalf of the nation, so it is not his personal property.State Department selects gifts that are given, and we have so-so records of those at the Libraries.The White House Gift office receives gifts. Not only do the Libraries have great records of those, we also have a lot of them!State Department Office of the Chief of Protocol compiles the listFederal Register publishes the list https://www.federalregister.gov/Note the transferral to NARA!You can reach out to NARA to see what each Library has.10. Other great gifts Jerry got, and from whom.Vol’demar Petrovich Lein, Minister of the Food Industry of the Soviet Union, presented this scarf to President Ford on March 14, 1975, when he and other members of the Soviet Food Processing Industry met with Ford. The scarf features the Pepsi-Cola logo. Pepsi was the first American brand to make inroads in the Soviet Union, distributing concentrate in 1972 and opening its first factory in 1974.Soviet General Secretary Leonid Brezhnev gifted this pipe to President Gerald Ford in February 1976. President Ford was widely known as a pipe smoker. On February 18, 1976, Ford wrote Brezhnev a note thanking him for the pipes: “I also want to express my gratitude for the splendid pipes and blend of tobacco which I recently received through the courtesy of Ambassador Dobrynin. You may be sure this gift will provide many hours of enjoyment. Your kindness is deeply appreciated.” Ford likely never smoked these pipes for security reasons.Not everything is from the USSR, of course. We also have the stunning “Omani Falcon”, a beautiful vase from Syria, and an elegant Japanese vase gifted to Betty Ford by the Empress of Japan.11. Classroom Idea #2Political cartoons show just how interested the people of the day were in the issue, and how informed. Find out if your students are up to date on any current treaty negotiations. If not, why do they think the SALT and Helsinki negotiations were so much more “front of mind” to the people of the 1970s?There are large collections of cartoons from other nations on this topic, too.12. Classroom Idea #3State gifts are chosen because they represent the cultures of the country giving them. They are intended to make statements, be it culture, wealth, both, or something else. If your students are doing the popular country reports, have them look up in the Federal Register what their country gives to the United States, and ask them to think about why. What do those gifts represent about that nation? What message were they trying to convey?Let’s play a game! Do these gifts represent culture, wealth, both, or something else (and if so, what?)Italian President Giovanni Leone gifted this vessel to President Ford on September 25, 1974. The black clay Etruscan “Bucchero” vessel was found in Vulci, Italy on February 19, 1962, during an archaeological excavation. It dates to around 580/550 B.C. First Lady Jehan Sadat, human rights activist and wife of Egyptian President Anwar al-Sadat, gifted this necklace to First Lady Betty Ford in October 1975. during the Sadats’ state visit to Washington, DC. Known as “The Collar of St. Arsene,” the necklace is named after St. Arsenius, a Roman imperial tutor who later renounced the grandeur of court life to become a hermit in Egypt. The necklace features gold plated silver and cut glass dating back to the Roman conquest of Egypt.President Gerald R. Ford received this gold Collar of the Nile from Egyptian President Anwar Al-Sadat on October 27, 1975. A long necklace features a pattern, which alternates between gold flowers with turquoise centers and square pieces of gold that depict various Egyptian themes. A pendant hangs from the center. It depicts a raised image of two figures against a green background and is encircled by rubies. The collar represents the highest order of the Order of the Nile award, presented as the highest honor bestowed by the government of Egypt at that time.Two vases decorated with bright, colorful paintings of birds and flowers have gold bands painted on their rim, neck, and foot. Each one is supported by a circular, black, carved, wooden base. The government of the People’s Republic of China gifted this pair of floor vases to the President and Mrs. Ford on December 10, 1975, during their state visit to China.A transparent vase with curved sides has a diamond pattern throughout. There is a frosted image of a sailboat with an amber background on one side and a frosted image of two flowers with an amber background on the other side. It is supported by a round base. Polish leader Edward Gierek gifted this vase to President Ford in August 1975, during the President’s state visit to Poland before his participation in the Conference for Security and Cooperation in Europe in Helsinki, Finland.A gold bracelet is in the shape of a snake that has its tail coiled around its body. Tien Suharto, First Lady of Indonesia, gifted this bracelet to First Daughter Susan Ford on December 5, 1975. Susan accompanied her parents on their state visit to Indonesia.13. Q&A 
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2. What Had Congressman Jerry Done?As a part of the Appropriations Committee, supported those of any party were anti-communist who looked to contain the USSR and China Supported peaceful collaborative development of atomic energy– wanted pollution free electrical energy 1959 trip, but no great interaction.Supported Nixon’s continuation of the detente with the USSR→ liked the limitation of nuclear powers + “qualitative improvements” which overall reduces the production of the nuclear weapons. This continued as VP.
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3. Taking over from NixonFirst 100, well, 31 daysIn addition to the Cold War, he inherited…Vietnam warDreadful economySet out to do what he could, what he thought was right, not what was politically expedientTo convince folks that America was still viable, had meetings with all of the ambassadors, sometimes groups, sometimes individually. Soviet Ambassador (Anatoly Dobrynin) was on August 14th Clemency for the draft dodgers offended the rightPardoning Nixon offended the leftTalk about having “no mandate”!Being a football player, Jerry knew you win games on gaining yardage. With possibly only ¾ of a term, little support, and significant problems at home, he wasn’t going to win the Cold War. He just had to keep moving the ball down the field. Today we’re going to talk about the efforts he made, including the diplomatic art of gift-giving (and receiving).
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4. Inheriting SALT IIn the late 1960s, the US learned that the USSR had embarked on a nuclear buildup, attempting to reach parity with the US1967- LBJ announces that USSR plans on constructing an anti-ballistic missile defense around MoscowLBJ met then-Premier Kosygin in June 1967 and laid the groundwork.November 1969, formal SALT talks begin in Helsinki, FinlandIt took two and a half years to complete and sign (Nixon and Brezhnev in May 1972).Terms included Allowing only 200 interceptors per side and two defense stations (one to protect the capitol, the other for ICBM sites)Limiting the USSR to 2360 missiles and the US to 1710 (the US had more long-range bombers to compensate)It did not prevent each side form increasing bombers and warheadsAn agreement to a principle of non-interference and respect for national sovereigntyUnfortunately, it was set to expire in October of 1977 and, while both sides wanted a new, permanent agreement, it was stalled by Nixon’s resignation.
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5. The Vladivostok Trip (November 1974)So, Jerry did what Jerry did best: he hopped on a plane to go press the flesh.In November of 1974, Ford went to Vladivostok to begin work. He had just two days, the 23rd and 24th.Jerry’s position was not strong, though, due to his recent takeover.Meetings were intense, as both sides wanted to prevent WWIII and a nuclear holocaust.There were a few hiccups… like all of the US delegation’s rooms being bugged.Nevertheless, Jerry being Jerry, did get in a good swim.By the end, they had agreed upon and signed a joint communique that laid the foundation for SALT II.And then Brezhnev got the great coat.
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6. Starting SALT IITechnically, it had been started by Nixon, when he flew to Moscow to talk about efforts to limit MIRVs (Multiple Independently targetable Reentry Vehicles. Talks fell through, though.Negotiations continued through the rest of the Ford Presidency, and much of Carter’sSo, what was in SALT II:A ban on construction of new land-based ICBMsEach country would be limited to 2,400 strategic nuclear delivery vehicles (aka missiles)Each country would be limited to only 1320 of those being MIRVs (each holding up to 10 warheads)Any US nuclear weapons deployed in Western Europe would not be counted in the US’ total strategic weaponsSome things were even left on the table.The US was unable to limit Soviet “Backfire” bombersThe USSR was unable to limit American Air-Launched Cruise Missiles (ALCMs)Still, eventually, President Carter and Brezhnev signed SALT II. Yay!But then it never got ratified, by either side, once the USSR invaded Afghanistan. NEVERTHELESS, since neither side wanted a nuclear war, both sides continued to honor it as though it had been ratified, until it would have expired in 1985.
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7. Apollo-Soyuz (early July 1975)Two spacecraft, one launched in Florida, the other in Kazakhstan. Note: Anatoly Dobrynin in first photo.Tested the compatibility of the docking systems, but also promoted international space travel in peaceDuring the 9-day mission, 5 crew members visited each other’s  spacecrafts, shared means, and worked on different projects.Many astronauts and cosmonauts formed lifelong bonds. Thomas Stafford gave the eulogy at his friend Alexi Leonev’s funeral.
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8. Helsinki Accords (August 1st, 1975)Officially titled, Conference for Security and Cooperation in Europe The USSR first wanted a European conference to discuss security issues in 1954, but Western allies did not want to recognize its borders and empower the USSR.In the 70s, under detente, discussions were reopened in 1973. The final act was signed on August 1st, 1975.Issues were bracketed into four “baskets”1 – principles involving political and military issues, borders, and implementation of trust-building issues between opposing militaries2 – issues of economics, trade, environmental, and scientific cooperation.3 – human rights issues, including freedom of emigration, reunification of families, cultural exchange, and freedom of the press4 – implementation plans and follow-up meetingsMany were skeptical, and urged Ford not to participate, but the U.S. was a key player.Ford believed in the importance of holding the USSR to human rights accountability via the Helsinki Monitoring GroupSome historians credit the increased cooperation between the Western and Soviet nations as one of the forces that slowly eroded the USSR and lead to the end of the Cold War.
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9. Let’s talk about giftsGift-giving is not generally a big thing in U.S. culture, though it is represented in many of our communities.It is very big internationally, though, so it plays an important role in diplomacy.When the President gives or receives a gift, he is doing it on behalf of the nation, so it is not his personal property.State Department selects gifts that are given, and we have so-so records of those at the Libraries.The White House Gift office receives gifts. Not only do the Libraries have great records of those, we also have a lot of them!State Department Office of the Chief of Protocol compiles the listFederal Register publishes the list https://www.federalregister.gov/Note the transferral to NARA!You can reach out to NARA to see what each Library has.
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10. Other great gifts Jerry got, and from whom.Vol’demar Petrovich Lein, Minister of the Food Industry of the Soviet Union, presented this scarf to President Ford on March 14, 1975, when he and other members of the Soviet Food Processing Industry met with Ford. The scarf features the Pepsi-Cola logo. Pepsi was the first American brand to make inroads in the Soviet Union, distributing concentrate in 1972 and opening its first factory in 1974.Soviet General Secretary Leonid Brezhnev gifted this pipe to President Gerald Ford in February 1976. President Ford was widely known as a pipe smoker. On February 18, 1976, Ford wrote Brezhnev a note thanking him for the pipes: “I also want to express my gratitude for the splendid pipes and blend of tobacco which I recently received through the courtesy of Ambassador Dobrynin. You may be sure this gift will provide many hours of enjoyment. Your kindness is deeply appreciated.” Ford likely never smoked these pipes for security reasons.Not everything is from the USSR, of course. We also have the stunning “Omani Falcon”, a beautiful vase from Syria, and an elegant Japanese vase gifted to Betty Ford by the Empress of Japan.
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11. Classroom Idea #2Political cartoons show just how interested the people of the day were in the issue, and how informed. Find out if your students are up to date on any current treaty negotiations. If not, why do they think the SALT and Helsinki negotiations were so much more “front of mind” to the people of the 1970s?There are large collections of cartoons from other nations on this topic, too.
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12. Classroom Idea #3State gifts are chosen because they represent the cultures of the country giving them. They are intended to make statements, be it culture, wealth, both, or something else. If your students are doing the popular country reports, have them look up in the Federal Register what their country gives to the United States, and ask them to think about why. What do those gifts represent about that nation? What message were they trying to convey?Let’s play a game! Do these gifts represent culture, wealth, both, or something else (and if so, what?)Italian President Giovanni Leone gifted this vessel to President Ford on September 25, 1974. The black clay Etruscan “Bucchero” vessel was found in Vulci, Italy on February 19, 1962, during an archaeological excavation. It dates to around 580/550 B.C. First Lady Jehan Sadat, human rights activist and wife of Egyptian President Anwar al-Sadat, gifted this necklace to First Lady Betty Ford in October 1975. during the Sadats’ state visit to Washington, DC. Known as “The Collar of St. Arsene,” the necklace is named after St. Arsenius, a Roman imperial tutor who later renounced the grandeur of court life to become a hermit in Egypt. The necklace features gold plated silver and cut glass dating back to the Roman conquest of Egypt.President Gerald R. Ford received this gold Collar of the Nile from Egyptian President Anwar Al-Sadat on October 27, 1975. A long necklace features a pattern, which alternates between gold flowers with turquoise centers and square pieces of gold that depict various Egyptian themes. A pendant hangs from the center. It depicts a raised image of two figures against a green background and is encircled by rubies. The collar represents the highest order of the Order of the Nile award, presented as the highest honor bestowed by the government of Egypt at that time.Two vases decorated with bright, colorful paintings of birds and flowers have gold bands painted on their rim, neck, and foot. Each one is supported by a circular, black, carved, wooden base. The government of the People’s Republic of China gifted this pair of floor vases to the President and Mrs. Ford on December 10, 1975, during their state visit to China.A transparent vase with curved sides has a diamond pattern throughout. There is a frosted image of a sailboat with an amber background on one side and a frosted image of two flowers with an amber background on the other side. It is supported by a round base. Polish leader Edward Gierek gifted this vase to President Ford in August 1975, during the President’s state visit to Poland before his participation in the Conference for Security and Cooperation in Europe in Helsinki, Finland.A gold bracelet is in the shape of a snake that has its tail coiled around its body. Tien Suharto, First Lady of Indonesia, gifted this bracelet to First Daughter Susan Ford on December 5, 1975. Susan accompanied her parents on their state visit to Indonesia.
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